Tat specific factor 1 (Tat-SF1) interacts with components of both the transcription and splicing machineries and has been classified as a transcription-splicing factor. Although its function as an HIV-1 dependency factor has been investigated, relatively little is known about the cellular functions of Tat-SF1. To identify target genes of Tat-SF1, we utilized a combination of RNAi and exon-specific microarrays. These arrays, which survey genome-wide changes in transcript and individual exon levels, revealed 450 genes with transcript level changes upon Tat-SF1 depletion. Strikingly, 98% of these target genes were down-regulated upon depletion, indicating that Tat-SF1 generally activates gene expression. We also identified 89 genes that showed differential exon level changes after Tat-SF1 depletion. The 89 genes showed evidence of many different types of alternative exon use consistent with the regulation of transcription initiation sites and RNA processing. Minimal overlap between genes with transcript-level and exon-level changes suggests that Tat-SF1 does not functionally couple transcription and splicing. Biological processes significantly enriched with transcript-and exon-level targets include the cell cycle and nucleic acid metabolism; the insulin signaling pathway was enriched with Tat-SF1 transcript-level targets but not exon-level targets. Additionally, a hexamer, ATGCCG, was overrepresented in the promoter region of genes showing changes in transcription initiation upon Tat-SF1 depletion. This may represent a novel motif that Tat-SF1 recognizes during transcription. Together, these findings suggest that Tat-SF1 functions independently in transcription and splicing of cellular genes.
INTRODUCTION
Tat specific factor 1 (Tat-SF1) was first discovered over a decade ago as a cellular protein required for Tat-specific, TAR-dependent activation of HIV-1 transcription in vitro Sharp 1995, 1996; Li and Green 1998; Wu-Baer et al. 1998; Parada and Roeder 1999) . Immunodepletion of this protein from nuclear extracts resulted in a reduction in Tat transactivation (Zhou and Sharp 1996; Li and Green 1998; Parada and Roeder 1999) ; overexpression of Tat-SF1 resulted in a small increase in Tat transactivation, which was mostly due to a decrease in the basal level of LTR-driven transcripts (Zhou and Sharp 1996) . We re-examined the role of Tat-SF1 using methods not available when this protein was first identified and concluded that Tat-SF1 is not required for Tat transactivation of HIV-1 transcription in vivo (Miller et al. 2009 ). We confirmed recent work (Brass et al. 2008 ) that Tat-SF1 is required for efficient HIV-1 propagation and showed that this host factor is required to maintain the relative levels of unspliced and spliced viral RNAs (Miller et al. 2009 ).
Although Tat-SF1 has been studied primarily as a cofactor for HIV-1 gene regulation, some reports investigate its cellular function. Tat-SF1 has been proposed to be a general transcriptional elongation factor based on the loss of elongation competence in nuclear extracts depleted of Tat-SF1 and the enhancement of elongation competence by Tat-SF1 complementation (Li and Green 1998; Parada and Roeder 1999) . Indeed, Tat-SF1 associates with RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) (Parada and Roeder 1999) , Tat, P-TEFb (Zhou et al. 1998; Fong and Zhou 2000) , hSPT5, the RAP30 protein of TFIIF (Kim et al. 1999) , and TCERG1 (Smith et al. 2004; Sanchez-Alvarez et al. 2006) . Very recently, Tat-SF1 has been identified as a factor that facilitates RNAPII elongation, along with DSIF/hSPT4-hSPT5 and Paf1 (Chen et al. 2009 ). On the other hand, Kim and colleagues showed that neither transcription from three different promoters was affected by Tat-SF1 immunodepletion, nor was transcription activation by Gal4-VP16 affected by Tat-SF1 overexpression (Kim et al. 1999) .
In addition to associating with transcription factors, Tat-SF1 interacts with several components of the spliceosome, such as snRNP proteins U1 70K and U2B 00 , and Sm proteins B and B9. Tat-SF1 also associates with all five spliceosomal U snRNAs, and this interaction depends on its RNA recognition motifs (Fong and Zhou 2001) . Moreover, the yeast homolog of Tat-SF1, CUS2, helps refold U2 snRNAs to aid in prespliceosome assembly (Yan et al. 1998) . It remains to be determined if Tat-SF1 is a functional homolog of CUS2.
We now know that many steps in pre-mRNA processing occur cotranscriptionally (for review, see Hirose and Manley 2000; Goldstrohm et al. 2001; Bentley 2002; Maniatis and Reed 2002; Neugebauer 2002; Orphanides and Reinberg 2002; Proudfoot et al. 2002; Kornblihtt et al. 2004; Bentley 2005; Pandit et al. 2008) . Several proteins, including Tat-SF1, have been proposed to couple transcription and splicing via their interactions with factors of both machineries (Fong and Zhou 2001) . Indeed, large RNAPII-containing complexes that associate with 59-splice sites contain Tat-SF1 (Kameoka et al. 2004) . Nevertheless, functional coupling by Tat-SF1 has not been demonstrated.
The aforementioned studies indicate that the functions of Tat-SF1 remain largely unknown. To investigate Tat-SF1 function, we identified the cellular targets of Tat-SF1 using a combination of RNA interference (RNAi) and genomescale splicing analysis. The advent of exon array technology now allows an unbiased survey of the human transcriptome for changes in both transcript and exon levels. Many of the reports utilizing exon arrays have focused on experimental comparisons of gene expression data across different microarray platforms (Abdueva et al. 2007; Robinson and Speed 2007; Bemmo et al. 2008) . Others have used exon arrays to investigate alternative splicing differences between normal and diseased tissues (Gardina et al. 2006; French et al. 2007) , in the presence of a stimulus (McKee et al. 2007) , or instances of tissue-specific alternative splicing (Clark et al. 2007 ). To date, relatively few transcription and/or splicing factors' functions have been investigated by exon array analysis (Hung et al. 2008; Oberdoerffer et al. 2008; Xing et al. 2008; Sun and Li 2009; Warzecha et al. 2009 ). In the work presented here, Tat-SF1 depletion led to many changes in overall transcript levels, with the overwhelming majority of these genes showing decreased expression. Additionally, targets were identified with differential exon levels, which could be attributed to changes in transcript initiation, splicing of internal exons, polyadenylation, and/or stability of different mRNA isoforms.
RESULTS
Tat-SF1 depletion results in widespread changes in both transcription and splicing Since Tat-SF1 has been implicated in both transcription and splicing, Affymetrix GeneChip Human Exon 1.0ST Arrays are an attractive technology to use for studying its function because they survey both transcript-level changes (due to altered transcription and/or stability) and exon-level changes (due to alternative transcript initiation, alternative pre-mRNA processing, and/or differential isoform stability) (Gardina et al. 2006) . Using these arrays, we explored global changes in the human transcriptome occurring after Tat-SF1 depletion using T-Rex-293 cell lines that stably expressed green fluorescent protein (GFP) and tetracycline-inducible Tat-SF1-specific shRNAs (Miller et al. 2009 ). To confirm knockdown, cell lysates were collected after 72 h of tetracycline induction and analyzed by Western blotting. Biological triplicates show that Tat-SF1 was efficiently depleted in both Tat-SF1(A) and Tat-SF1(B) cells compared to empty vector and GFP-shRNA control cells (Fig. 1A) . The polypyrimidine tract binding protein (PTB) was used as a loading control (Fig. 1A) . Quantitative RT-PCR confirmed that knockdown with Tat-SF1(A) and Tat-SF1(B) shRNAs also led to a decrease in Tat-SF1 RNA levels (see below and the upcoming Fig. 5A ). Total RNA from these cells was processed for hybridization on the aforementioned exon arrays. After Robust Multichip Averaging normalization and background correction, the probe sets on these chips were further filtered to reduce the detection of false positives (see Materials and Methods; Supplemental Table 1 ). Transcript-level changes were analyzed using XRAY (Biotique Systems, Inc.) and exon-level changes were analyzed using a modified version of SplicerAV (Robinson et al. 2010 ) (see Materials and Methods) .
In response to Tat-SF1 depletion, overall transcript levels changed for 450 genes (P # 1 3 10 À2 ) out of 7317 genes tested ( Fig. 1B ; Supplemental Table 2 ). The analysis described here uses data comparing pooled controls (two empty vector and three GFP shRNA samples) vs. pooled experimentals (three shRNA A and three shRNA B samples). Very similar data were obtained if each of the two Tat-SF1 shRNAs were considered separately (data not shown); this indicates that the effects observed were likely due to Tat-SF1 knockdown and not to idiosyncratic effects of the shRNAs. The overwhelming majority of these genes (442 of 450) showed decreased transcript levels compared to control cells. As expected, the arrays showed that Tat-SF1 depleted cells showed a 1.5-fold decrease in Tat-SF1 transcript levels. Differential exon levels were detected in 89 genes (P # 1 3 10
À2
) out of 7317 genes tested ( Fig. 1B ; Supplemental Table  3 ). Only three genes showed evidence of changes in both transcript and exon levels, which was not higher than would be expected by chance alone (P = 0.19). Transcript-and exonlevel changes were independently assigned to each category and therefore the low overlap is not due to artificial constraints of the analysis. These data support a role for Tat-SF1 in both transcription and splicing, but do not support a role in coupling of the two processes.
We investigated the genes that showed changes in transcript and exon levels (termed here transcript-level targets and exon-level targets) in parallel, first focusing on the exonlevel events regulated by Tat-SF1.
Tat-SF1 influences differential exon levels at both the 59 and 39 ends of transcripts
With the large number of differential exon levels detected by exon array analysis, we wanted to determine if any one type of alternative processing occurred more frequently than another in response to Tat-SF1 depletion. Genes showing Tat-SF1 depletion-mediated exon-level changes (89 genes) were interrogated to determine whether or not the predicted exonlevel changes corresponded to a UCSC known alternative transcript. Among those that did (55 genes) we analyzed only those where the change could be explained by one clear hypothesis (48 genes). Seven different categories of alternative processing were found among Tat-SF1 exon-level targets (Fig. 2) . The largest percentage of targets showed results consistent with the utilization of alternative transcription initiation sites (15 genes; 31%), followed by alternative 39 UTRs (12 genes; 25%), alternative 39 terminal exons (nine genes; 19%), cassette exons (seven genes; 15%), intron retention (two genes; 4%), alternative 39 splice sites (two genes; 4%), and alternative 59 splice sites (one gene; 2%).
Exon-level targets identified by the exon arrays were experimentally validated using RT-qPCR. Of the six targets tested, three were validated. Homer homolog 2 (HOMER2), the highest-ranked target by splice score, has four different transcript isoforms; two of these utilize an alternative 39 splice site. The exon arrays showed an increase in probe-set intensity that corresponded to an exon with an alternative 39 splice site. Indeed, amplification with primers specific to that exon showed an increase in the relative quantity of this transcript isoform in Tat-SF1 knockdown cells (Fig. 3A ). An alternative transcription initiation event was depicted by probe sets specific to Fanconi anemia, complementation group G (FANCG). Three UCSC transcripts represent FANCG, one of which has an alternative first exon. Primers that specifically amplified the canonical, upstream first exon confirmed that these levels were increased upon Tat-SF1 knockdown (Fig. 3B) . Finally, the TAP binding protein (TAPBP) is represented by six UCSC transcripts, one with a retained intron. Exon arrays showed an increase in probeset intensity for that intron. Primers designed to anneal to FIGURE 2. Tat-SF1 regulates a number of alternative processing events. Eighty-nine exon-level targets were manually inspected for evidence of a known alternative processing event. Forty-eight of these showed one clear hypothesis and were categorized. that intron validated that increased levels of this variant were present upon Tat-SF1 knockdown (Fig. 3C ).
The hexamer ATGCCG is over-represented among Tat-SF1 alternative initiation targets
A bias in Tat-SF1 depleted cells for changes in transcription initiation led us to focus on these targets to acquire more mechanistic detail on how Tat-SF1 is involved in initiation site choice. Evidence for a cis-acting element required for the Tat-SF1 function has not previously been published, so we sought to determine if a sequence was over-represented among target genes with alternative transcription initiation events. The sequence ATGCCG was enriched in the promoter regions of the 15 Tat-SF1 target genes showing alternative initiation, as compared to 15 negative control sequences (see Materials and Methods). This hexamer was found in 10 of the 15 sequences analyzed, but was only found in two of the negative control sequences (hypergeometric P = 4 3 10 À3 ). Although other sequences were also over-represented in these regions with very significant P-values (Supplemental Table 4 ), we were particularly interested in ATGCCG for several reasons. First, this hexamer was frequently located within 2 kb upstream of the most upstream alternative first exon (seven out of 10 target gene regions) (Fig. 4) . The hexamer was found in the sense orientation at least once in five of the target gene regions and in the antisense orientation in six of the target gene regions. ATGCCG was never found within an exon. Finally, this motif was not over-represented in the promoter regions of all Tat-SF1 exon-level target genes (hypergeometric P = 1 3 10 À1 ). Analysis of the 15 alternative initiation targets along with 33 other targets representing various categories of alternative processing showed that ATGCCG was found in only 21 of the 48 targets examined (Supplemental Table 4 ). These data suggest that the ATGCCG motif does not play a role in all Tat-SF1 exon-level regulated events, but plays a role in Tat-SF1 regulation of transcription initiation.
Tat-SF1 positively regulates a large number of overall transcript levels
In addition to the exon-level targets described above, 450 targets were identified that showed a change in overall transcript levels with Tat-SF1 knockdown. As described previously, 98% of these were down-regulated. Although fold changes were small, we were able to validate six out of nine tested. RT-qPCR confirmed that Tat-SF1 levels were decreased more than twofold in knockdown compared to control cells (Fig. 5A ). Dodecenoyl-CoA isomerase (DCI) showed the largest down-regulation by exon array (2.3-fold), followed by a 1.5-fold change in transmembrane protein 54 (TMEM54), hepatoma-derived growth factor-related protein 2 (HDGF2), block in proliferation 1 (BOP1), and cyclin D1 (CCND1) (Fig. 5B-F) . These validated changes show that Tat-SF1 knockdown results in reproducible down-regulation of many cellular genes.
Tat-SF1 regulates transcription and alternative processing of genes involved in the cell cycle and nucleic acid metabolism Analysis of gene ontology biological processes showed that genes annotated as affecting cell signaling, host defense, translation, and the cell cycle were significantly enriched among Tat-SF1 transcript-level targets (Table 1) . Several biological processes were significantly enriched for Tat-SF1 exon-level targets (Table 2) , with response to a DNA damage stimulus being the most significant (P = 3 3 10
À4
). Interestingly, both Tat-SF1 transcript-and exon-level targets were enriched for cell cycle and nucleic acid metabolism related categories.
The top biological pathway enriched for Tat-SF1 transcript-level target genes was insulin signaling (P = 1 3 10 À2 ) ( Table 3 ). The target genes identified as components of the insulin signaling pathway primarily encode kinases and phosphatases (Table 4) . Another signaling-related biological pathway, cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, was also enriched for Tat-SF1 transcript-level target genes (P = 1 3 10 À2 ). Pyrimidine metabolism was found to be the most significantly enriched biological pathway among Tat-SF1 exon-level targets (P = 5 3 10 À3 ) (Table 5) . Finally, known interactions between human proteins and those identified as Tat-SF1 targets were analyzed computationally to determine if any proteins were enriched among these targets. Tat-SF1 transcript-level targets showed enrichment for CDC2 and SKP2 interacting proteins (P = 1 3 10 À2 ) ( Table 6 ), both of which are involved in cell cycle regulation. This analysis also revealed protein interactors of Tat-SF1 exon-level targets (Table 7) . Interestingly, both Fanconi anemia, complementation group G and F (FANCG and FANCF, respectively), were identified as Tat-SF1 targets. These protein products make up part of the FA protein network, which is involved in response to DNA damage (Gurtan and D'Andrea 2006; Levitus et al. 2006; Patel and Joenje 2007; Wang 2007 ). The most significantly over-represented protein interactor was polymerase (DNA-directed), lambda (POLL). This polymerase is involved in DNA repair processes (Aoufouchi et al. 2000) and interacts with two Tat-SF1 exon-level targets identified here: leucine zipper, down-regulated in cancer 1 and proliferating cell nuclear antigen.
DISCUSSION
Previous attempts to determine the cellular functions of Tat-SF1 were limited to immunodepletions and overexpression analyses (Zhou and Sharp 1996; Li and Green 1998; Kim et al. 1999) . Newer technologies allowed us to reinvestigate the role of Tat-SF1 in cellular gene expression and expand on the information available for this relatively understudied protein. In this work, RNAi was used in conjunction with splicing-sensitive microarrays to gather new information about the cellular functions of a candidate transcription-splicing factor.
Several findings emerge from the summary of changes detected by the exon arrays. First, we observed that Tat-SF1 depletion changed the overall transcript levels of 450 out of 7317 genes tested. Ninety-eight percent of these were downregulated, consistent with Tat-SF1 positively regulating gene expression, most likely transcription. The modest effects on transcript levels we observed are consistent with recent data of the Handa lab that demonstrated complex regulation of elongation by Tat-SF1, hSPT5, and the Paf1 complex (Chen et al. 2009 ). Although previous studies have concluded that Tat-SF1 is a general elongation factor (Li and Green 1998; Parada and Roeder 1999) , our studies suggest that most genes are not sensitive to significant depletion of Tat-SF1.
Furthermore, our data suggest that Tat-SF1 alters the use of alternative first exons, either by directing transcription initiation events or by regulating the stability of two RNA isoforms that initiate at two different sites. The former would imply a role for Tat-SF1 at transcription initiation. Tat-SF1 has been shown to directly bind at least one transcription Criteria: tree branch level $ 5 (if #50% overlap with tree branch of higher level, both GO categories were included), Tat-SF1 target genes in GO category $ 2, P-value # 5 3 10
À2
. Criteria: tree branch level $ 5 (if #50% overlap with tree branch of higher level, both GO categories were included), Tat-SF1 target genes in GO category $ 2, P-value # 5 3 10
.
Tat-SF1 cellular targets www.rnajournal.org 669 initiation factor, the RAP30 subunit of TFIIF (Kim et al. 1999) . TFIIF is associated with RNAPII during preinitiation complex assembly, initiation, and elongation (Tan et al. 1994 (Tan et al. , 1995 . We speculate that Tat-SF1, in a RAP30:RNAPII complex, could help signal transcription initiation. It is possible then that upon Tat-SF1 depletion, alternative promoters are used, resulting in transcripts with different first exons. This finding also demonstrates how exon arrays can delineate changes in transcription and alternative processing, providing additional detail about gene expression changes that would have most likely been missed by conventional gene expression arrays.
A second explanation for a 59 end bias is that Tat-SF1 may differentially regulate the stability of RNA isoforms with alternative first exons. While we cannot rule out this second explanation, we favor the earlier one related to initiation choice.
Exclusion of exon-level changes categorized as alternative transcription initiation events still leaves 74 target genes with Tat-SF1-mediated effects on RNA processing, only two of which also exhibit changes at the overall transcript level. Given the insignificant overlap between alternatively processed targets with transcript-level targets, our study suggests that Tat-SF1 acts independently on transcription and RNA processing.
Whereas the conclusions above represent our best interpretation of the data obtained, it is important to point out several caveats of the analysis. First, the methodology used here cannot distinguish between direct and indirect effects of Tat-SF1. This distinction will require extensive testing of each of the hypotheses generated from the data. Second, validation of exon array data by independent methods (e.g., RT-PCR) requires careful attention to probeset behavior and the isoform changes it may predict. Exon arrays are susceptible to ''edge bias effect'' that may lead to many false positives in the 59 and 39 ends of genes (Bemmo et al. 2008) . Probe sets located at the 59 and 39 ends of genes can respond in a nonuniform fashion (hypothesized to be due to the nature of promoter sequences and the sample labeling protocol), thus falsely indicating an alternative processing/initiation event. This behavior was seen in instances with a very large fold change in transcript levels between two groups, which was not the case in our analysis, however. Nevertheless, this observation does emphasize the importance of visually inspecting exon array probe-set behavior and comparing it to annotated isoforms in a genome browser to make an informed hypothesis regarding alternative exon use. Exon array false positives can also arise from nonexpressed probes or probes that do not vary in their expression. To minimize these artifacts, several filtering strategies were employed (see Materials and Methods). Although the filters help to reduce the number of false positives, false positives are inevitable in experiments such as these. As analysis of exon array data continues to move forward, alternative statistical approaches may prove to be superior at minimizing false positives (Laajala et al. 2009 ). In our analysis, we employed a variant of a program described previously, SplicerAV (Robinson et al. 2010) , which preferentially detected changes in alternative mRNA processing detected by probe sets changing in opposite directions. This more conservative approach yielded a 62% overlap between predicted exon-level changes and previously known transcript variants (55 of 89) vs. 20% by XRAY (Biotique Systems, Inc.) analysis. In this study, we based validation experiments on the interpretation of probe-set intensity changes, which in practice, were limited by the annotation available on genome browsers. Whereas we previously found a 33% validation of exon-level changes predicted using XRAY, the validation rate using SplicerAV was 50%, which is typical of exon array analysis of alternative processing (Gardina et al. 2006; Clark et al. 2007; French et al. 2007; Hung et al. 2008; Moore and Silver 2008) . These studies suggest that the SplicerAV program is a better choice for the analysis of exon array data and we are currently improving the program for open distribution. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNAi-mediated depletion of Tat-SF1
T-Rex-293 cells stably expressing GFP and expressing one of two shRNAs specific for Tat-SF1 (A or B), GFP, or an empty vector control, were cultured and induced with tetracycline as described previously (Miller et al. 2009 ). After inducing cells in three independent experiments, cell lysates were prepared for Western blot analysis by freeze-thaw lysis. Depletion of Tat-SF1 was assessed by probing membranes with anti-Tat-SF1 (Research Genetics Inc.) and anti-PTB as a loading control, followed by anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Amersham). Proteins were detected with SuperSignal West Chemiluminescence Substrate (Pierce).
Sample preparation and exon array processing
Total RNA was isolated from T-Rex-293 cells with RNeasy Mini kits (Qiagen) and treated with DNase I (Ambion). One microgram of RNA from each of the 12 samples (biological triplicates of empty vector, anti-GFP, anti-Tat-SF1(A) and anti-Tat-SF1(B)) was subjected to the Whole Transcript Sense Target Labeling Assay, as described by the manufacturer (Affymetrix). At several points in the labeling protocol, sample quality and yield was assessed using an Agilent Lab-on-a-Chip 2100 Bioanalyzer. Samples were hybridized to Affymetrix GeneChip Human Exon 1.0ST Arrays.
Normalization and background correction
Quality control on each of the 12 CEL files was performed using Affymetrix Expression Console and XRAY (Biotique Systems, Inc.). In our analysis, one CEL file, belonging to the third replicate of the empty vector control condition, was eliminated from subsequent analyses based on quality control metrics. XRAY was used to normalize and background-correct each CEL file. The files were grouped into either the control group (two empty vector controls plus three GFP knockdown controls) or the Tat-SF1 knockdown group [three Tat-SF1(A) plus three Tat-SF1 (B)]. The 6,553,590 probes were manipulated into the analysis values as follows. Probes with a GC count less than six and greater than 17 were excluded from the analysis. Probe scores were then transformed by taking the natural logarithm of 0.1 plus the probe score. Each probe score was corrected for background by subtracting the median expression score of background probes with similar GC content.
Probe-set expression scores and filtering
The HumanExon 1.0ST array contains 1,404,693 probe sets (typically, but not always, sets of four probes). The expression score for a probe set was defined to be the median of its probe expression scores, and probe sets with fewer than three probes (that pass all of the tests defined above) were excluded from further analysis. Probe-set reliability is ranked from more to less reliable as Core, Extended, or Full. For this analysis, only Core probe sets were analyzed. Nonexpressed probe sets and low-variance probes were also excluded from the analysis to minimize the number of falsepositives.
The 73,293 remaining probe sets corresponding to 7394 transcript clusters (genes) were passed on to a mixed model, nested analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Montgomery 2006) to detect overall transcript level differences between the control and Tat-SF1 knockdown groups using XRAY.
Changes in mRNA processing were conducted using a variant of a previously described program, SplicerAV (Robinson et al. 2010) . First, all probe sets were mapped to known UCSC genome browser genes, leaving 7317 genes available for analysis for changes in alternative mRNA processing. Within these genes, highly correlated probe sets were combined (Pearson correlation > 0.7 across the 11 samples) to simplify SplicerAV's analysis of the increased number of probe sets found on the exon arrays. Following this prefiltering step, SplicerAV was used to analyze these probe sets for differential exon level changes within each gene and then rank each gene in order of descending splice score (Robinson et al. 2010) .
The data discussed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus (Edgar et al. 2002) and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE19927 (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE19927).
Computational analyses
The GATHER gene annotation tool (http://gather.genome.duke. edu/) (Chang and Nevins 2006) was used to examine the Tat-SF1 transcript-and exon-level target genes for over-representation in gene ontology categories, biological pathways, and protein interactions. The criteria for filtering these categories are listed below each table. Categorization of alternative processing events was performed by manually inspecting hits from SplicerAV on the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway). Criteria: Tat-SF1 target genes in pathway $ 2, P-value # 5 3 10 À2 . Criteria: Tat-SF1 target genes in group $ 2, P-value # 5 3 10
À2
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De novo motif searching
All 15 exon-level target genes categorized as alternative initiation events were analyzed against 15 genes known to have alternative promoters, but in our experiments did not show evidence of Tat-SF1 regulation. All 33 exon-level target genes categorized as alternative processing events were then included in the analysis, along with 33 genes that showed no evidence of an alternative promoter and in our experiments did not show evidence of Tat-SF1 regulation. The alternative initiation target sequences were composed of the alternative promoter sequence displayed on the AltEvents track (150 nucleotides [nt]) of the UCSC Genome Browser and the 4000 flanking nucleotides (2000 nt both 59 and 39 for a total of 4150 nt). The alternative processing target sequences were also composed of 4150 nt surrounding the transcription start site. Sequences were analyzed by a hypergeometric enrichment analysis. The hypergeometric P-values were computed using the phyper function in R (Johnson et al. 1992) .
Experimental validation by quantitative RT-PCR
Each of the exon-level targets was visually inspected using the UCSC Genome Browser to see if probe-set intensity changes between control and Tat-SF1 knockdown groups corresponded to a known or predicted RNA isoform (RefSeq or UCSC gene). An isoform ratio of 1.5 or more was considered acceptable for experimental validation. Transcript-level targets were ranked in order of ascending P-value, and required a fold change of 1.5 or more. T-Rex-293 cells (Empty vector, GFP, Tat-SF1(A) and Tat-SF1(B)) were induced with tetracycline in experiments independent from the exon array experiments and total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Mini kits with on-column DNase digestion (Qiagen). RNA purity and yield was assessed with a NanoDrop (Thermo Scientific). cDNA synthesis was performed with the iScript Select cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad). Briefly, 5 mg of total RNA and random hexamer primers were used in a 100-mL reaction according to the manufacturer's instructions. Negative control reactions (without reverse transcriptase) were also performed. cDNA was diluted 1:50 for use in qPCR reactions. All primers were designed to be 75-200 base pairs long using Primer3Plus (Untergasser et al. 2007) , and specificity was confirmed using the in silico PCR tool on the UCSC Genome Bioinformatics site (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ cgi-bin/hgPcr?command=start). Both transcript-and exon-level target validations utilized intron-flanking primers wherever possible to eliminate genomic DNA amplification. Primers used in Figures 3 and 5 are listed in Supplemental Table 5 . GAPDH was selected as a reference gene for transcript level validations because its mRNA level did not change upon Tat-SF1 knockdown by exon array or RT-qPCR analysis (data not shown). Quantitative PCR reactions were performed in a MyiQ Single-Color Real-Time Detection System (Bio-Rad) using iQ SYBR Green Supermix according to manufacturer's instructions (Bio-Rad). Duplicate reactions were performed with each primer pair for each cDNA. Empty vector and GFP samples constituted the control group and Tat-SF1(A) and (B) samples constituted the knockdown group, consistent with the exon array analysis. The following thermal cycler program was used: 3 min of denaturation at 95°C, 40 cycles of amplification (15 sec of denaturation at 95°C, 30 sec of annealing at 60°C), followed by a melt curve analysis. Melt curves and agarose gel analysis confirmed the presence of one specific product of the correct size and the absence of primer dimers. For transcript-level targets, the target mRNA was quantified relative to GAPDH by the formula (E GAPDH Ct(GAPDH )/(E target Ct (target) ) (Pfaffl 2001) , where E is PCR efficiency, and Ct is the threshold value for amplification. For exon-level targets, the transcript variant of interest was quantified relative to an mRNA common to all transcript variants using the same formula. All mRNA levels were then normalized to the level from an independent well. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. REST 2009 software (Qiagen) was used to test for statistically significant changes in gene expression between the control and knockdown groups through a randomization test (Pfaffl et al. 2002) .
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À2
